covrD-19 URGENT
OFFICE OF TFM DISTRICT MAGISTRATE & COLLECTOR, JHARSUGUDA
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OFFICE ORDER
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No

Whereas the District Magistrate

&

04.202

Collector, Jharsuguda is empowered U/s-8 of Covid-19

Regulations-2020 framed by Government of Odisha to take effective measures for containment of the
epidemic which has already been declared a pandemic.

Whereas the District Disaster Management Authority has the power
rneasures U/s 30

& 34 of Disaster Management Act to prevent the spread of this

Whereas the objective

to take necessary

disaster.

of the administration is to go for immediate geographic quarantine,

social distancing. enhanced active surveillance, ensure testing of all suspected cases and compulsory
home quarantining of contact cases and their isolation as per need.

Whereas as a case of Covid-l9 has been tested positive in Railway Colony 1

Municipality and

it is necessary to have time

of Jharsuguda

and effort for contact tracing up to the last mile and

point, so that the scope of transmission is eliminated and the fledging chain is broken.

Now having the perspective of public interest in the background and for the sake of speedy
completion of active surveillance in the area of immediate contact and neighborhood, the following
area is declared as zone

of "Micro containment".

The house of the positive cases having been considered the focal point, a circumference
around that as per the following description is hereby declared as zone of Micro containment.

Boundary point ofzone

of

1(Mao attached)

The containment-zone shall comprise of the boundary as delineated below.

Cl

East Wall,'C-2511

+C2 West WalL

C-2511 -+C3 North Wall, C-2511

+C4 2lSouth Wall,

C-

2511.

The vehicular movement in totality both in public and private is stopped in the containment
zone excluding the vehicles permitted for supply of essential items, medicines, health surveillance,
sanitization and other necessary activity to be undertaken by District Administration and to be used
by the police for enforcement of Law and Order and conformity to stipulations.

All the inhabitants of the Containment-zone will

stay in-door and this is to be followed

without deviation. Violation will invite strict penal action. The institutions and establishments. in the
Containment-zone enjoying exemption of lockdoWn in the Containment arca will remain closed.

All

Govt. and Private Institutions in Containment is closed. The closure and seizure of operation
enunciated in Gort. order

No. 1663/R&DM(DM) dt. 31.03.2021 will be adhered to and the

as

1

officers will act
to operate in containment zone. The following
-xemption a,owed therein wil seize
the containment-zone'
supply of essdrtials,and sanitization of
as Nodal officers to ensure smooth
patra, ACSO Hqrs, Jharsuguda - supply of Essential Commodities'

1. Sri Raghunath
2. Sri Manoj Kumar Patra, ME,, Jharsuguda Municipality
sanitization of the areas

Maintenance

of sanitation

and

- Maintenance of Law and order'

3. Sri Dilip Kumar Pradhan, Tahasildar, .Iharsuguda
4. Dr. Madhulita Sahoo, AD (PHO) DC' Jharsuguda

- Health requirement'

5.OverallsupervisionwillbedonebySub-Collector'Jharsuguda

6,SuperintendentofPolice,Jharsugudawillmakenecessaryarrangementforirnmediate
by Addl'
points of requirement to be supervised either
deployment of adequate police at the
Superintendent of Police or SDPO' Jharsuguda'
Contact Tracing

Contactsoftheconfirmedandsuspectedcaseswillbelinelisted,trackedandkeptunder
surueillance in the period of restriction'
Surveillance

surveilrance. cDM&pHo, Jharsuguda will
The area of containment w,l be under active
houses in
conduct the exercise in respect of all the
to
immediately
force
work
required
mobilize
at a ratio
also named by the cDM&pHo, Jharsuguda
u.
*itt
officers
Supervisory
containment-zone.
at 8.00 AM in the morning. Since all the
of 1:4. The active surveillance will starl from 04.04.2021
not have any
mask by the Dist. Administration they may
with
provided
been
have
area
the
in
families
at household not
be carrying masks with them for delivery
will
teams
visiting
the
However
need.
such
IDSP or ascertained
either reported in the rast 14 days by the
having the same. All ILI and SARI case
be tracked and reviewed thoroughly in the
will
exercise
district
across-the
our
of
in course
for
cases of confirmed contact at the earliest
all
from
co[ected
be
wilr
Swab
zone.
containment
testing at the designated Labs'

effect and shall remain as such until the same
This order will come into force with immediate
is either rescinded or withdrawn'
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COLLECTOR, JHARSUGUDA

14.*o.y6. ?216

/Emg.

-?3t.d:03.04.2021
for kind information.
copy submitted to t[e R.D.C.(}{D), Sambalpur
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COLLECTOR, JHARSUGUDA
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\Memo.No.7LI7-

/Emg.

Dated :03.04.2021
Copy for*u.a"A to the Superintendent of Police;Tharsuguda for information and necessary action.
,.)
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TDISTRICT
MAGISTRATE &
COLLECTOR, JHARSUGUDA
Memo.No.

3Ltg

Dated :03.04.2021

Copy to the Person concerned for information a1d necessary action.
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YDISTRICT MACISTRATE
COLLECTOR, JHARSUGUDA
:03.04.2021
Dated
Memo.No 3zr?
Copy to the CDM&PHO, Jharsuguda for information and necessary action.
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,
}DISTRICT MAGISTRATE &
COLLECTOR, JHARSUGUDA
Dated :03.04.2021
vtemo.No. TL60 /Emg.
Copy to the PD, DRDA, Jharsuguda/ Sub-Collector -cum- SDM, Jharsuguda / Tahasildar,
Jharsuguda/ EO, Jharsuguda Municipality/ EE, PWD(R&B), Jharsuguda for information and necessary
action.
Copy to the DI&PRO/ DIO, NIC, Jharsuguda for publicity.

-6,,,5K;*;JilX,u*
COLLECTOR, JHARSUGUDA
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